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FROM THE EDITOR’S DESKFROM THE EDITOR’S DESK

Hello everyone!

We are here once again with a fresh edition of our E Magazine Dia-

law-gue on the theme Law and the Arts containing an array of

articles and artwork created with a lot of finesse by the students

of Heritage Law College.

 It was with a lot of trepidation and after numerous  

brainstorming sessions that the editorial board decided on the

apparently divergent theme of Law and the Arts. But as the work

gained momentum and the articles kept pouring in, we were all

amazed to discover the obvious intersections that were always

present and only waiting to be explored by the creative minds.

Ultimately it became a story of  managing mergers and making

bonds where there were none and  finally gape at each other with

wonder and awe to arrive at the essential unity that underlies life

itself.

This edition is definitely enriched to contain a brief interview with

the renowned film director Sri Ashoke Vishwanathan and a literary

contribution from the globally acclaimed art lawyer Sri Debottam

T.Bose. We are indeed honored to have forged these new

associations and look forward to more fruitful  interactions in

the days to come.

Finally, once again, nothing would have been possible without the

creative genius of the  members of the editorial board who have  

burnt the midnight oil and worked as one to provide the final

touches without which the work would not have attained its

present brilliance.

As we complete yet another year, let us resolve to cherish the

bonds that we already have, aspire  towards fresh ones  and

remember that ultimately the quest towards concord is what keeps

us moving forward.

Happy Reading, Friends!

Cheers to 2024  !!!!
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The convergence of law and arts
represents a dynamic and
multifaceted relationship that
extends beyond the traditional
boundaries of these distinct
disciplines. This article aims to
provide an in- depth examination of
the intricate interplay between law
and the arts, highlighting the ways
in which legal principles intersect
and impact various artistic
exressions.
Protecting Creativity: Intellectual
Property Law :-
One of the primary intersections
between law and the arts lies in the
realm of intellectual property.
Intellectual property law
encompasses copyright, trademark
and patent laws, offering creators a
legal framework to protect their
artistic expressions. 

Copyright, in particular, serves as
a crucial tool for safeguarding the
rights of writers, musicians, visual
artists and other creators in various
fields. It delves into the intricacies
of intellectual property law,
exploring the balance between the
rights of the artists and the public
interest.
 Artistic Freedom and First
Amendment Rights :-
The First Amendment of the United
States Constitution guarantees
freedom of speech and expression,
laying the foundation for the
protection of artistic freedom. This
section explores the legal
precedents and challenges
surrounding artistic expression and
discusses notable cases that have
shaped the boundaries of free
speech in the context of the arts. 

Debabrati Roy Chowdhury

The Intersection of LawThe Intersection of LawThe Intersection of Law
and Arts: Aand Arts: Aand Arts: A

ComprehensiveComprehensiveComprehensive
Exploration:-Exploration:-Exploration:-
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Additionally, it examines how artists
navigate the societal standards by
establishing a delicate balance
between pushing societal norms
and confronting legal restrictions.
 Cultural Heritage and International
Law :-
Art is not confined to individual
expression; it often serves as a
reflection of cultural heritage.
This section examines the
intersection of law and arts in the
context of cultural preservation.
International law plays a crucial role
in addressing issues of cultural
appropriation, the illegal
trade of cultural artifacts and the
protection of cultural property
during times of conflict.
 Arts in Legal Practice: Visual
Advocacy and Courtroom Art :-
Beyond the realms of legislation,
the arts find a unique application in
the legal field itself. Courtroom
artists and visual advocates
contribute to the legal process by
visually representing legal
proceedings. This arena explores
the role of art in the courtroom,
discussing its impact on public
perception, the challenges

 

 faced by courtroom artists, and the
ethical considerations surrounding
visual representation in the legal
system.
 Art Law: Navigating the Business of
Creativity :-
Art law, a specialized branch of
legal practice, addresses the unique
legal challenges faced by
artists, galleries and collectors. This
aids in delving into the legal
frameworks governing art
transactions, resolution of disputes
in the art world and evolving the
landscape of digital art and
blockchain technology.
 
 The intricate relationship between
law and arts is a testament to the
interconnectedness of human
expression and societal governance.
As legal and artistic landscapes
continue to evolve, the intersection
of these disciplines will
undoubtedly shape the way we
understand and navigate the
complexities of creativity, freedom
of expression, and cultural
preservation in the 21st century. 



Trade Secrets in theTrade Secrets in theTrade Secrets in the
Art of IntellectualArt of IntellectualArt of Intellectual

PropertyPropertyProperty
RightsRightsRights

Chandrani Sarkar
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Intellectual property rights refers to
the rights of the artists over their
own creations.
Such creations are protected legally
through patents, copyrights,
trademarks and trade secrets.
These rights sometimes even act as
a source of monetary benefit to the
creators.
Patents are often described as
government granted monopoly to
build, sell and use one invention for
a fixed number of years. The benefit
of holding such patents and
copyrights protects the original
works, methods, concepts and
discoveries of the creators. While
trademark provides an
identification of work in terms of
symbols, phrases and designs, these
rights cater an environment of
creativity and innovation.
With respect to the different
components of Intellectual
Properties, trade secrets plays
a pivotal role and acts as a
foundation of the creators rights.

 

Trade secrets are rights on
confidential information which may
be sold or licensed. Any information
which is commercially valuable and
is known only to a limited group of
persons is reserved to as trade
secrets. In general confidential
business information with respect
to technical , commercial , financial,
formulas etc., the information
which has the ability of providing a
competitive edge is defined as
Trade secret. Breach of a trade
secret depends on case to case
basis and are usually seen in breach
of contracts , industrial or
commercial espionage and
breaches of confidence. Principally
a trade secret owner cannot stop
others from using the same
methodology since it has
been acquired or developed
through their own research and
marketing team.
Therefore, it is need of the hour to
form measures for the protection of 
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trade secrets against theft or
misappropriation through the
following ways :
●  Non-disclosure agreements (NDA)
between employees and business
partners.
●  Non-compete agreements to
prevent the present employees to
engage in
competition when their service
agreements ends.
● Robust IT security infrastructure.
●  Controlling the accessibility of
important documents. With the
evolving business landscapes Trade
secrets stand out as a dynamic
force with other components of
Intellectual Property rights in
leveraging long term
competitiveness, innovation and
establishing an independent ground
of expression in the commercial
field.

 



When the relation of Law and Arts
is interwind, Law can be presented
as a multifaceted context for artistic
engagement. During the Roman
times, Law was defined as “ars boni
et aequi” meaning the art of the
good and equal. During
Renaissance, it was defined as
“Vera philosophia” [the true
philosophy] which was considered
as the queen of arts.
The systematic acquisition of legal
knowledge would be arduous
without the exegesis of the writings
of the jurists, commentaries and
interpretation of the legal texts.
When an argument is presented
before the court, the judge tries to
evaluate its strengths  
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and weaknesses by applying reason
and rationality. In deciding a case, a
judge narrates the judgement by
taking into account the sources of
law. Legal precedents, which are of
paramount importance, are also
observed empirically when a trial
takes place.
As an artist shows his dexterity
towards “paintings”, similarly a
draftsman should secure the skill of
“good drafting”. In various
instances, a lawyer has been
equated with an artist as they have
the ability to present and defend
themselves before the Court of
Justice through their adeptness and
argumentation.
Since law caters to the needs and
demands of the society, the
legislators become the cynosure of
the society.

The Artistry in LawThe Artistry in LawThe Artistry in Law

Ankita Dutta



The legal profession gives credence
to the maxim “verba volant, scripta
manent”, which means “spoken
words fly away, written words
remain.” The various aspects of
legal writing basically includes
analysis of facts, presentation of
arguments, briefs, memorandum
and drafting of contracts and wills
which are indispensable to show
the dexterity of the lawyers and
portray their artistry of law in the
legal
field.
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Performing art includes dance,
theatre and music which are
presented live before the
audience. In India, the religious
rituals practiced by the Vedic
peoples in the  second millennium
BC are the origin of folk theatre
and dramatics. The notable 
works of ancient Indian writer
Bharata Muni includes the
theoretical treatise of Natya
Shastra of Bharata, which acts as a
guide to the Indian performing
arts of dance, acting, theatre, and
music. The ancient epics,
Ramayana and Mahabharata has
inspired early Indian dramatists in
the field of performing arts and
even serve as an essential guide
today. Indian playwrights,
including Bhāsa in the 2nd century
BC, drew significant inspiration
from them. rena of artistic
creativity.
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Performing artists have a rich
heritage. With changing times, their
practices have  evolved
significantly. This article will focus
on the position of performing artists
in the contemporary world. Legal
issues in the artistic field continue
to be a minefield that most
performing artists are reluctant to
explore. It might be challenging to
understand the complexities
involved in drafting work contracts,
requesting assistance in cases of
sexual harassment or seeking
support for copyright violations. The
majority of performing arts
enterprises in India are still
unorganized, operating on
&quot;verbal understandings&quot;
rather than formal contracts
that could protect the performer’s 

The World ofThe World ofThe World of
Performing ArtsPerforming ArtsPerforming Arts
— The Perils and— The Perils and— The Perils and

PossibilitiesPossibilitiesPossibilities

arijit kundu



rights against exploitation of
institutions and projects.

As per the reports in the First Post,
students of the prestigious
institution, National Institute of
Kathak Dance, have been sexually
harassed by their renowned gurus.
Patriarchy&#39;s hold and the
culture of silence have prevented
anyone from speaking
up or filing formal complaints
against the harassers. Those who
have raised their voice against such
brutality are simply shown the door.
The 2013 statute known as the
Sexual Harassment at Workplace
Act designates performing arts
venues as well as the places the
artist travels for work-related
reasons as 

workplaces, making any
sexual harassment that occurs
there while the artist is employed
by the organisation illegal.
In 2018, India gave emphasis on the
activities of the World Intellectual
Property Organisation (WIPO) and
signed treaties that strengthen the
rights of the performers, singers,
musicians and sound recorders. It
guarantees them greater protection
for their works on the internet as
well as on the digital environments.
Sections 38A and 38B of the
Copyright Act, 1957 provides
exclusive and moral rights of the
performing artists. Without
affecting the powers granted to
them, Section 38A gives them the
authority to do or authorize the
recording or incorporation of their
performances in movies. The
section&#39;s caveat also gives
performers the right to claim
royalty in the event of utilization of
their performances for profit.
Similarly as per Section 38B 
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of the act,
artists are granted moral rights
which are in line with the WIPO
Performances and Phonographs
Treaty, WPPT, Article 5.

Though India has come a long way
to protect the interests of
performing artists.
To make them sustainable in the
upcoming generations, there must
be initiation of proper contracts,
safe workplace arrangements,
monthly salary, and medical
benefits for full-time performers.
Our country is yet to make
significant policy reforms for
prevention of unauthorized
reproduction of compositions and
films. It must take inspiration from
countries like the United States,
Taiwan and impose
heavy penalties on copyright
breaches to excel the arena of
artistic creativity.
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Copyright –
Encroachment

on Artistic
Dexterity

Copyright –
Encroachment

on Artistic
Dexterity

Arunima KunduArunima Kundu

Copyright is a legal term which is
used to describe the rights of
authors over their artistic works
such as paintings, composing
music, advertisements, making
sculptures etc. It is a legal right of
the authors or creators on their own
intellectual property. But it is often
observed that such rights are
infringed by plagiarists. Such
infringement on the intellectual
rights of the owner is known as
copyright infringement. Copyright
infringement is an unauthorized use
of creators work without the
creator’s permission or     
authorization. Such an act is against
the law of the country and is
considered an offence when
committed with complete
knowledge of its consequences. In
certain instances, such
infringement of art leads to revenue
loss. Most importantly, it
encroaches upon the artistic
purview of the creator and bars the
field of free expression of art for the
aspiring future artists.
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   INTERWINING ART ININTERWINING ART ININTERWINING ART IN
THETHETHE

LEGAL SPHERELEGAL SPHERELEGAL SPHERE

Debangana BoseDebangana BoseDebangana Bose

A country like India houses artists in
possibly all nooks and corners.
Having such a guild of versatile
creators, makes our country
culturally rich and diverse. This
comes from the deep- rooted long-
standing customs and a never-
ending array of talented young and
old artists.
Art, Literature the study of cultural
heritage along with the richness of
subject matters of art such as
balance, emphasis, movement,
proportion, rhythm, unity and
variety, that an artist deeply
amalgamates into creating the
beauty of an art is fancied, critiqued
and appreciation by many eminent
artists.
The creations of these talented
artists often falls prey to the perils
of plagiarism masked under
the disguise of inspiration. There
has been reported cases of 

duplication of art in forms of music,
painting and sculptures which tend
to be justified under the claims of
absolute inspiration or complete
unawareness. Due to such acts
surfacing over the masses,
stringent laws must be introduced
to protect the artistic excellences.
Art Law can be simply defined as a
body of law involving various
disciplines which protects,
regulates and facilitates the
creation of art. The law of art
indicates a complex legal system. It
is in close connection with the
commonly surfacing cases of
copyright and cultural heritage law.
It deals with conflicts resonating
with the authenticity and
attributions of works of art,
ownership
.



and provenance, resale, rights,
donation inheritance and in a
broader sense relating to
everything in the world of art.
The Copyright law gives original
creators the exclusive right to
further use and duplicate the
material for a given amount of time.
When someone creates a product
that is viewed as original and has
required significant mental activity
to create, this product becomes an
intellectual property, that is to be
protected from unauthorized
duplication. Examples of unique
creations include: Novels, Art,
Poetry, Musical lyrics and
compositions.
The Copyright law provides a sense
of relief to the artist since it is
designed to protect the original
creations of the artists and prevents
duplication of their work without
permission. It preserves the artistic
independence of the creator and
prevents their originality from being
sold in the market as mere cloned
works
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PRAJUKTA GHOSH

LAW AND THE ARTSLAW AND THE ARTSLAW AND THE ARTS
: SUBCONSCIOUSLY: SUBCONSCIOUSLY: SUBCONSCIOUSLY

CONCISECONCISECONCISE

Art in all its glory is the greatest
equalizer. The beauty with which it
depicts the monstrosities rampant
in our society, the simplicity with
which it delves into complex issues
that plague our community is what
assists us in being socially aware of
all the different aspects of the
world we live in. Pablo Picasso, one
of the most acclaimed painters of
the twentieth century, depicted the
harrowing impact of war through
his painting “Guernica.”The
freedom with which artists bring to
life the concepts, that often renders
people tongue tied is what

enlightens the masses and nudges
them to address the issues which
people are often keen to avoid. Art
serves as a wake-up call and a flag
bearer of justice and equality. It
urges people to be compassionate
to those who are suffering,
accepting of change, inclusive and
understanding of those that are
different to us in any way or
formand to have that strength in
character to stand by. Whether it is
equal rights for women or breaking
gender stereotypes or tackling
discrimination based on caste,
creed, colour, religion, sexual
orientation etc art has always put
one principle above all others and
that is – Humanity.
Law and Art are two halves of a
mirror that depicts the true
reflection of society with all its



flaws and shortcomings. It is in the
eyes of the law that we are all
equal. It is our protector and shield
from anarchy. The social injustices
often brought forward through spell
binding works of art are tackled by
the legal system. Since the advent
of civilization as people began to
settle down law has aided us to
shape our lives so that we can
develop successfully while adhering
to righteous and morally correct
codes of conduct. Indian law
derives its roots from the
Upanishads, the Vedas, and other
religious texts. With modernization
and considerable development in
not only the legal system but also
the country, Indian law has
undoubtedly kept up with the
changing tides but that has only
been possible because of its unique
ability to

retain its culture and values while
pursuing adaptability in changing
circumstances. Law has principles
of science in it as it is based on
evidence, hard facts, truths but it
also is an art in equal measure. To
understand the cause you are
fighting for, to be empathetic with
the parties suffering and to
establish a relationship based on
mutual trust and understanding
with your clients is the art of the
legal sector. Indian law till date is
tremendously influenced by
cultural, ethnic, and societal values
and our association with our culture
and heritage is indubitably a
valuable aspect of Art .Law and The
Arts are those pillars of society that
bring forth concerns that people are
aware of but are reluctant to take
any action against. They help keep
the dream of utopia alive.
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THE ARTISTRY OFTHE ARTISTRY OFTHE ARTISTRY OF
LAWMANSHIPLAWMANSHIPLAWMANSHIP

PRIYADARSHINE LAW
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India is a land of cultural diversity
demonstrating the heritage, unity
and the beauty of the vernaculars
through its art forms. Ratan Bhatt is
a leading Bollywood director
delivering megahit blockbusters
and reigning the cinema industry.
Known as the Akira Kurosawa of
India, his mythological trilogy -
Agnishetra, Kuruvansh, Sativrata
received a national award for the
best screenplay of all time.
Victorious in his genre, Bhatt
decided to enter the genre of comic
reliefs in cinema. His latest movie,
‘Brother ki Dulhan’ starring
Samantha Pandey and Himesh
Mehta, was going movie to be a
box office hit. On the 10 th of
August 2020, few days before the
release of the film, when they were
about to sell the promotional
videos, Bhatt received a newspaper
with the headlines ‘Gali gali me shor
hai, Bhatt ke kaam mei khot hai’. It
alleged that

the theme and character sketch of
the movie were dubbed from the
movie, ‘Jhoom Barabar’ by F-series.
The movie lacked originality and
violated the provisions of The
Copyright Act, 1957. To 45 year old
Bhatt, his career came crashing at
his feet. The artistry, the finesse and
the respect he had earned over his
craftmanship was questioned
before the court of media. To a
layman, this would have been a
devastating situation but to a
lawman, this was a search for truth.
Aman Trivedi, Mr. Bhatt’s lawyer
filed a suit for defamation against
the NYK newspaper. The alleging
company was F-series production
who filed for copyright
infringement, claiming
‘Brother ki Dulhan’ to be an
infringing copy as per Section 2(m)
of the act i.e. was an unauthorized
cinematographic reproduction of
Jhoom Barabar. 



They contended that they held absolute
copyright of the artistic excellence of
storyline, theme, dialogues and had not
assigned or sold the right. The theme,
character-sketch was dubbed and lacked
the creative and originality of script and
literary work. F-series filed a criminal suit
against Bhatt to boister the personal
rivalries and demanded the movie
to be shut down. However, the lawman
with his intricate art of advocacy proved
before the Court that Mr. Bhatt was
unaware and had no reasonable grounds
to believe that copyright subsisted in the
work. Hence, F-series can demand an
injunction and not shutdown of the
movie. The presence of minor infringing
scenes without the consent of the
original author led to copyright
infringement of the movie by Bhatt as
per Section 51. The Court issued an
injunction against the infringing scenes
and directed him to pay a part of pre-
release profit received from the sale of
infringing copies. However, the artistry
and skill of the lawman preserved the
respect and originality of the artist in the
field. The genius and mastery over the
legal field conserves the intellectual
rights of the creators and the efficacy of
the Indian judiciary preserves the
multicultural essence of India.
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   Emerging Issues inEmerging Issues inEmerging Issues in
the Digital Age:the Digital Age:the Digital Age:

Online Piracy andOnline Piracy andOnline Piracy and
Fair UseFair UseFair Use

joysri mondaljoysri mondaljoysri mondal

The digital age has provided
unparalleled chances for creativity,
communication, and information
However, it has also brought about
new challenges of online piracy and
fair use along with various online
difficulties, arising in the field of
intellectual property. Intellectual
property rights, including patents,
copyright and trademarks, act as a
catalyst for innovation.
This protects the creators and
encourages them to invest their
time, resources and creativity in
order to produce new ideas,
products and artistic expressions.
These safeguards allow creators to
benefit from their work for a limited
period of time.

Online distribution of copyrighted
content without permission has
grown to be a major problem in the
digital world. Software, movies,
music and other creative contents
can be pirated, which affects the
creators, economies, and the
industries. As a result, the creators
faces two threats, firstly they suffer
significant financial loss when their
works are duped and shared
without their permission, secondly,
they have no control over how their
arts are displayed and consumed by
the general public.
For the purpose of enforcing and
deterring online piracy with legal
measures, the government has
introduced Anti-piracy laws, site
blockings and takes legal actions
against the infringing parties which
are a part of the strategy of the
government to protect intellectual
properties.



The Copyright Act, 1957 acts as a
fundamental law for solving disputes related
to infringement of copyright in India. Section
13 of the Act states that original literary,
dramatic, musical and artistic works,
cinematograph films and sound recording all
have copyright protection. Section 55
provides Civil remedies such as injunction,
damages for infringement of copyright.
Section 57 states that the author of a
work has the right to claim authorship of the
work; and restrain or claim damages in
respect of any distortion, mutilation,
modification or other act in relation to the
said work. Section 63 specifies criminal
penalties such as jail time, fines, searches,
the seizure of contraband etc. for copyright
infringement The concept of Fair Use plays
an essential role against piracy of original
content in order to maintain a balance
between protecting Intellectual property
rights and allowing legitimate use of the
copyright material. The fair use provision
allows certain uses of copyright works for
the purposes of criticism,
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commentary, news reports, education and
research, where no permission is required.
The purpose and character of the use evaluates
whether the new work transforms the original
content or not. Transformative uses, such as
criticism, commentary, parody, and education are
more likely to be deemed fair. For the purposes of
education, fair use allows copyright material to be
used in a manner that benefits teaching and
learning .Factual and published works are more
amenable to fair use than creative, unpublished
works. This factor aims to balance the protection
of more original and creative content against the
public&#39;s right to use factual information.
Using a small and less significant portion of the
work is generally more likely to be considered fair
use. However, this factor is not determined solely
by quantity; the importance of the copied portion
to the original work is also taken into account.

The final factor assesses the impact of the use on
the original work. If the use negatively impacts the
market for the original work, it may weigh against
fair use. However, if the new work serves a
different purpose, it may be considered fair. Fair
use in the creative sphere is also beneficial for
artists who want to make something new out of
the existing works To maintain the growth of the
digital world, there needs to be a balance between
the rights of the content creators while allowing
for the transformative and beneficial use of
creative works. It is through this delicate
equilibrium that societies can truly harness the
power of intellectual property for the greater
good.
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SAJEDA ZAMANSAJEDA ZAMANSAJEDA ZAMAN

LAW AND ART :LAW AND ART :LAW AND ART :
THE COMPARATIVE CREATIVETHE COMPARATIVE CREATIVETHE COMPARATIVE CREATIVE

PROCESSINGPROCESSINGPROCESSING

In between the creative process at
one end andinterpretive Process at
the other, the element of
persuasion will inject art into Law. 

The two discrete notions, i.e. Art on
one hand and Law on the other,
both can meet successfully in one
life as 'dual professions'. To protect
the sanctity and integrity the
sensual / sensory path to her act
which under my hypothesis is
antagonistic to generalization and
rationalization of the Lawyer's mind
, even the most gentle artist would
probably agree with Shakespeare:
"The First thing we doi Let's kill all
the Lawyers"

 
Law and Art - Law borrows the craft
of the literary art in order to
advance social activism. Hence the
elements and attributes of the
literary art and it's interpretation
have their place in the law. The
relation between Law and art is
indeed a paradox because it brings
together two antagonistic creative
processes.

At the initial stage in the process of
interpretation, an 'aesthetic
approach' may enrich the law and
even encourage occasions of
rethinking and remodeling
Jurisprudence. The amalgamation
of creative thinking with legal
interpretation 
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Art has played an important role in
social justice education, community
building, and social activism/social
movements. It provides a universal
language that gives voice to
individuals and communities and is
accessible across social boundaries.
These examples can overlap and are
not strictly confined to one specific
category. The main aspects of law
which is socially responsible by the
spine of art is Intellectual property
rights, cultural heritage protection,
art contracts, freedom of expression
and so on. 

Here the discussion is looking
forward upon the intellectual
property rights and its attachments
with arts. Intellectual property (IP)
plays a crucial role in the arts. Here
are key aspects:

Copyright : Protects original works
of authorship, including literature,
music, and visual arts. It implies
creators authoritative rights to their
creations based on their own
satisfaction and imagination.
 
 Trademarks : Artists may use
trademarks to protect symbols,
names, and designs associated with
their work. Branding is another
issue which arises in this field of
law.

Patents : While less common in the
arts, some innovative artistic
processes or tools may be eligible
for patent protection.

Fair Use : Artists navigate fair use
laws, allowing limited use of
copyrighted material without 

SAYANEE DAS

Law and Art : WhereLaw and Art : WhereLaw and Art : Where
they intersectthey intersectthey intersect



permission for purposes such as
criticism, commentary, or
education.

 Licensing and Contracts : Artists
often use licensing agreements to
define how their work can be used,
ensuring they retain control over its
use while still benefiting financially.

 Understanding these aspects helps
artists safeguard their creations and
navigate the legal landscape
surrounding intellectual property in
the arts.

 Although the relationship between
law and art is complex. While law
provides a framework for societal
order and justice, art often reflects
and challenges societal norms,
contributing to cultural dialogue.
Legal systems may also address
issues related to artistic
expression.Overall, they intersect in
shaping and reflecting the values of
a society. 
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LAW AND ARTS :LAW AND ARTS :
THEIRTHEIR

INDISTINGUISHABEINDISTINGUISHABE
AIMAIM

Law and the arts share a common
goal of shaping society and
reflecting its values. The arts,
including visual arts, music,
literature, and performing arts,
often serve as a medium for
expressing social issues and
challenging the status quo. Artists
have the power to provoke thought,
spark conversations, and advocate
for change through their creations.

On the other hand, law provides a
framework for society to function
and ensures justice and order. It
establishes rules, regulations, and
legal principles that govern various
aspects of our lives. It addresses
issues such as intellectual property
rights, freedom of expression, and
cultural heritage, which are directly
connected to the arts.

One significant area where law and
the arts intersect is intellectual
property law. Artists rely on
copyright protection to safeguard
their creative works from
unauthorized use or reproduction.
This protection encourages artistic
expression and ensures artists
receive recognition and
compensation for their creations.

Another aspect is entertainment
law, which deals with legal issues
related to the entertainment
industry, including music, film, and
theater. Entertainment lawyers play
a crucial role in negotiating
contracts, protecting intellectual
property, and resolving disputes,
ensuring that artists' rights are
upheld.
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Additionally, cultural heritage law
plays a vital role in preserving and
protecting artistic and historical
treasures. This branch of law
focuses on safeguarding cultural
artifacts, monuments, and sites,
preventing their destruction or
illegal trafficking. It recognizes the
importance of art in preserving our
collective history and identity.

Moreover, law and the arts intersect
in the courtroom. Legal cases often
involve artistic works as evidence or
as a subject of dispute. For example,
copyright infringement cases, art
forgery trials, or disputes over
ownership of artistic creations
require legal expertise to navigate
complex issues.

In terms of education, some
universities offer programs that
combine law and the arts, allowing
students to explore the intersection
of these disciplines. These
interdisciplinary programs provide a
unique opportunity to understand
the legal and ethical dimensions of
artistic practices and the impact of
the arts on society.

In conclusion, the relationship
between law and the arts is
multifaceted and dynamic. They
influence each other in various
ways, shaping our understanding of
society, culture, and justice.
Exploring this intersection reveals
the importance of both disciplines
in fostering creativity, protecting
artists' rights, and preserving our
cultural heritage.
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The HarmoniousThe HarmoniousThe Harmonious
interplay of Lawinterplay of Lawinterplay of Law

and Art: A Symphonyand Art: A Symphonyand Art: A Symphony
of Expression andof Expression andof Expression and

RegulationRegulationRegulation

In the grand tapestry of Human
civilization, the kingdom of law and
the kingdom of Art  converge,
creating a dynamic and symbiotic
relationship. This synergy goes
beyond the realm of any
restrictions. 
The term “Law” depicts a picture of
a rigid structure of rules and
regulations whereas the term "Art"
depicts lucid expression. Law
always seems to find a vibrant
counterpart to art's fluid and
expressive nature. Engaging all
such dilemmas and synergies
between both, this Article seeks to
explore the harmonious interplay of
law and Art, exploring how they 

mutually shape and reflect each
other. 
Art and Artists have been serving as
a Medium of expression for legal
narratives to the society; be it from
classical paintings depicting
historical legal proceedings, legal
issues to contemporary works
addressing social justice, Social and
legal issues as well as legal
concepts. Artist through their
artistic skills like painting or singing
have many a times established
norms in society. Works like “The
Old Bailey” by Thomas Rowlandson
or ´Abraham Solomon's “Waiting
for the Verdict” stand as powerful
examples of art's ability to capture
the essence of legal issues. The
famous plays Such as The Merchant
of Venice, Measure for Measure, and
The Winter’s Tale by William
Shakespeare provide an imaginary 



version of immanent institutional
configuration in English
Jurisprudence. 
Artists often use their artistic skills
to comment on issues of justice,
Human rights, and social equality.
Through their work, artists raise
awareness of legal justice and
injustice. It should be noted among
all that Legal framework plays a
crucial role in safeguarding the
rights of an artist. Law regarding
intellectual property, Art , Cultural
heritage, copyright, and trademark,
provides artists and creators the
legal means to protect the unique
feature of their Artistic expressions.
Just imagine a world where there
are no rules to protect the Artist or
creators. Everyone would jump in to
copy any creator's creation the
credit would be snatched by a
person who is not even half as 
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talented as the original creator at all
the creator of that poem. 
There are several cases of copyright
infringement which in point this
particular aspect. Mention may be
made of a landmark case. Saregama
India Ltd. v. Sanjay Bansal. Various
kinds of laws rules and regulations
throughout the world protect the
Artists providing them a free and
safe environment to express
themselves. Article 19 of the Indian
constitution also gives Freedom of
speech and expression. There are
several Legal challenges and
problems such as Art theft etc., but
legal professionals specialized in
this field protect the Rights and
integrity of the Artist and creators.
The interplay of Art and law is
dynamic. Artists and creators weave
legal narratives into their work by
raising legal awareness and
challenging social norms. On the
other hand legal framework
provides the ambience where they
can express their Artistic skills. The
Harmonious interplay of law and Art
is not only a reflection of society
but also a catalyst for wholistic
transformation.



Law and Arts : AnLaw and Arts : AnLaw and Arts : An
essay on relationshipessay on relationshipessay on relationship
between law and artsbetween law and artsbetween law and arts

The relationship between law and
the arts is complex and multifaced,
encompassing both historical and
contemporary dimensions. This
essay seeks to explore how the two
seemingly disparate fields intersect,
influencing and enriching each
other.
To begin, art has long been used as
a medium of analytical criticism for
the legal system. This can be seen
throughout history in various forms
of art, such as literature, theatre,
and visual arts. Famous literary
works like Franz Kafka's "The Trial"
and Arthur Miller's "The Crucible"
delve into the intricacies of legal
proceedings and the impact of the
law on individuals. Through their
narratives, they shed light on the
evils of injustice and corruption
within the legal system.
Visual arts, on the other hand, have
often been a platform for
expressing societal values and
challenging the established norms,
including those set by the law.
Artists like Francisco Goya and 

Pablo Picasso used their works as a
medium for protest against war,
oppression, and authoritarian
regimes. Their art not only
conveyed powerful political
messages but also exposed the
legal ramifications of such
circumstances.
In more recent times, the
relationship between law and the
arts has evolved to encompass
copyright and intellectual property
issues. The rise of the internet and
digital media has brought legal
challenges related to intellectual
property, fair use, and freedom of
expression. This has led to legal
cases involving artists, musicians,
and writers, highlighting the need
for a delicate balance between the
protection of intellectual property
rights and the promotion of creative
freedom.
Moreover, art plays a crucial role in
the interpretation of law. Legal
texts can be intricate and laden
with jargon, making them difficult
for the average person to
comprehend. Visual
representations, infographics, and
performance art have been used to
simplify complex legal concepts
and make them accessible to a 
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broader audience. This has the
potential to enhance legal
education and foster a better
understanding of the law.
Conversely, the law also intersects
with the arts in the realm of cultural
policy. Governments enact
legislation to support and protect
cultural heritage, encourage artistic
expression, and fund cultural
institutions. The law plays a pivotal
role in copyright protection, art
restitution, and the regulation of
artistic practices, impacting the art
world in myriad ways.
In conclusion, the relationship
between law and the arts is a
dynamic and intricate one. Art has
been a vehicle for critiquing,
challenging, and reflecting upon
the legal system, while the law has
shaped and influenced artistic
practices and the protection of
intellectual property. This
interaction between law and the
arts, both historical and
contemporary, serves to enrich and
broaden our understanding of
society, justice, and creativity. It is a
relationship that continues to
evolve, reflecting the ever-changing
nature of both fields.
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Law and Art: A HarmoniousLaw and Art: A HarmoniousLaw and Art: A Harmonious
IntersectionIntersectionIntersection

Iholding scales an sword, is a
universal symbol of the legal
system. This iconic image, is in itself
an artistic representation which
portrays the beautiful idea of
impartiality and fairness within the
law. Art has also served as a tool for
advocacy and activism. As lawyers
are concerned with helping others,
their artistic endeavors are often
put on a back burner. 
Art helps us to understand and
express ourselves better, which are
one of the most needed skill for an
advocate. If lawyers pursue their
artistic side, they might benefit in
the court room in expressing their
clients' point of view. As a
performing lawyer in the courtroom
it is important to frame and paint 

SUMAN AGARWALSUMAN AGARWALSUMAN AGARWAL

 "Where art meets law, creativity
and justice intertwine." Though art
and law may seem like two
separate and distinct realms, but
upon closer examination, they
intersect in fascinating ways that
reflect the complex tapestry of
human society. While law primarily
governs our social and political
structures, art serves as a reflection
of our cultural and creative
expression. Law itself is an art. The
idea of law is to maintain the
beauty of our society without which
art cannot thrive. Art has played a
significant role in the interpretation
and application of law throughout
history. 
Our legal systems often depend on
the visual and symbolic
representation of justice. Lady
Justice, a blindfolded women 
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Igenerally allows artists to benefit
from their work for a substantial
period of time, thereby
incentivizing further artistic
endeavors. 
The interplay between law and art
is profound and multifaceted. Law
serves as a protector of artistic
creations, a guardian of free
expression, and finding one's
artistic side. This intersection
enriches the art world by providing
structure and protection, while also
raising important questions about
the limits of creativity and
expression. In this complex
relationship, law and art constantly
influence and shape each other,
making it a subject of enduring
fascination for those who navigate
the intriguing realms. 

 own words in such a way that it not
only strikes interest of the judges
but also proves the point of view in
a very compact manner. 
Doing this is an art and require
passion which comes from knowing
one's artistic side. Art is a powerful
form of expression and law requires
its artistic freedom. One of the most
apparent intersections of law and
arts is in the realm of intellectual
property. Artists create, whether it
be visual art, music, literature, or
other forms of expression, and the
law provides a framework for
protecting their creations.
Copyright, trademark, and patent
laws are crucial in safeguarding the
intellectual property rights of artists
and creators. They provide the legal
means to prevent unauthorized use,
distribution, or reproduction of
creative works. 
Copyright, in particular plays a
pivotal role in the art world. It
grants artists the exclusive right to
reproduce their work, distribute it.
The duration of copyright varies
from country to country, but it 
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   Canvas of ArtCanvas of ArtCanvas of Art
and Lawand Lawand Law

utank banerjeeutank banerjeeutank banerjee

In the grand tapestry of human
existence, where the brushstrokes
of art meets the fine lines of law,
there lies a canvas adorned with
vibrant hues and intricate patterns.
The enigmatic relationship between
art and law is a delightful tango of
creativity and regulations, where
the strokes of a painter's brush
clashes with the strokes of the legal
jargon. Picturing a serene art
gallery adorned with masterpieces,
where each stroke speaks volumes
and each canvas awaits a story to
be told, the visually captivating
creations of each stroke points out
a maze of legal intricacies that
could rival any Bollywood plot twist.
When delved into the chaos of
copyright laws, an artist's
masterpiece could find itself in the
uncharted territory of plagiarism. In
the land of cultural diversity, where
art has thrived for centuries in 

various forms, from the awe-
inspiring Madhubani paintings of
Bihar to the intricate Warli art of
Maharashtra, navigating the
labyrinth of intellectual property
rights can feel like solving a riddle
without a clue.
The clash between the artistic
freedom and censorship
supplements to the complex
masterpiece. India's rich cultural
tapestry and diverse beliefs often
find themselves at odds with the
'acceptable' art. Artists tiptoe on
the tightrope of expression,
balancing their creative vision with
societal norms and legal
boundaries. It's a performance
worthy of the finest acrobats!
The public art installations, where
larger-than-life sculptures and
murals transform cities into open-
air galleries, there lies a fine line
between public admiration and 



bureaucratic red tape. The saga of
permissions, licenses and local
regulations gives even the most
patient artist a headache. Picasso
might have painted a blue period,
but Indian artists are soon to
experience a paperwork period!
Reminiscing the drama of art
auctions and sales, behind the
glamorous facade of bidding wars
and record-breaking prices, lies the
fine print of contractual obligations, 
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authenticity certificates and the
occasional legal dispute over
provenance. It makes every sold
artwork fall with a complimentary
legal entanglement.
In this whirlwind romance between
art and law, satire often finds its
place. The irony of an artist
creatively challenges the societal
norms while navigating through the
constraints of those established
standards. The paintings are often
portrayed as a rebellious streak on a
canvas bordered by rules and
regulations, which is an artistic
rebellion in itself.
As the strokes of the artist's brush
meets the strokes of legal
doctrines, the interplay between
creativity and regulations continues
to shape the artistic landscape in
India. While the canvas may
sometimes seem marred by legal
battles and bureaucratic hurdles,
the spirit of art prevails, painting a
colorful narrative that transcends
boundaries and challenges
conventions. Therefore, the
enigmatic rendezvous between art
and law - a duet where rules meet
rebellion and the canvas of
creativity finds its frame in the
corridors of legality, the dance of
the antipodes continues to enthrall,
surprise, and, of course, keep the
lawyers entertained.



Legal safeguards for the art worldLegal safeguards for the art world

Rights available to film maker under Copyright:
Reproduction Right: The right to make
copies of the film, whether in physical or
digital form.
Distribution Right: The right to distribute
copies of the film to the public, whether
through sale, rental, lease, or lending.
Public Performance Right: The right to show
the film to the public, whether in theaters, on
television, or through other public venues.
Public Display Right: The right to display the
film publicly, such as in an exhibition or
gallery.
Adaptation Right: The right to create
derivative works based on the original film.
This includes remakes, sequels, or other
adaptations.

Moral Rights: These rights are often
recognized in many jurisdictions and include
the right to attribution and the right to integrity
(the right to object to derogatory treatment of
the work that could harm the creator's
reputation).
Performance Right: In some jurisdictions,
filmmakers may have the right to control the
public performance of their films, separate
from the right of reproduction or distribution.
Rental and Lending Rights: Some countries
provide creators with the right to control the
rental and lending of copies of their films.
Duration of Copyright: The duration of
copyright protection varies, but it typically lasts
for the life of the author plus a certain number
of years. In the case of films, the duration may
be calculated from the death of the last
surviving contributor.

Fair Use and Fair Dealing: Some jurisdictions
have provisions for "fair use" or "fair
dealing," which may allow the limited use of
copyrighted material without permission for
purposes such as criticism, commentary, news
reporting, teaching, scholarship, or research.
Performer rights:
the specific provisions related to performer
rights under the Indian Copyright Act include:

1. Right of Reproduction:
o Section 38A: This section outlines the rights of
performers and provides for the exclusive right to
reproduce their performance.
2. Right of Broadcasting and Communication to
the Public:
o Section 37: This section addresses the
performer's right to be identified in relation to his
performance.
o Section 39: This section provides performers
with the right to prevent the unauthorized
recording and broadcasting of their
performances for commercial purposes.

3. Moral Rights of Performers:
o Section 38B: This section covers the moral
rights of performers, including the right to
attribution and the right to object to derogatory
treatment of their performances.

4. Remuneration Rights:
o Section 38A(2): This subsection deals with a
special provision regarding the assignment of the
right to receive royalties, ensuring that performers
are entitled to receive royalties for commercial
use of their performances.

5. Duration of Protection:
o Section 38: This section specifies the term for
which performers have the right to receive
royalties for the commercial use of their
performances.

Broadcasting Right:
the specific provisions related to broadcasting
rights under the Indian Copyright Act include:
1. Broadcast Reproduction Right:
o Section 37: This section grants the broadcaster
the exclusive right to make reproductions of a
broadcast.
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2. Broadcasting Rights in Literary and Musical
Works:

o Section 31A: This section deals with the
broadcast of literary and musical works, as well
as sound recordings, and outlines the conditions
under which broadcasting rights can be
exercised.

3. Compulsory License for Broadcasting:
o Section 31B: This section provides for the
issuance of a compulsory license for the
broadcasting of literary and musical works and
sound recordings.

4. Statutory License for Broadcasting:
o Section 31C: This section provides for a
statutory license for broadcasting literary and
musical works and sound recordings, subject to
certain conditions.

5. Broadcasting of Cinematograph Films:
o Section 31:While primarily dealing with the
rights related to cinematograph films, this section
also addresses the broadcasting of such films.

6. Remuneration for Broadcast:
o Section 38A(3):This subsection deals with the
performer's right to receive remuneration for the
use of their performances in broadcasts.

7. Duration of Protection for Broadcasts:
o Section 37(4):This subsection specifies the
term of protection for the broadcast reproduction
right.

Case Laws
YRF vs Sri Sai Ganesh Productions
In this case, YRF filed a copyright infringement
suit against Sri Sai Ganesh Productions on the
grounds that it copied their movie ‘Band Baaja
Baaraat’ and produced ‘Jabardasht’ movie
which had substantial and material similarities in
terms of concept, theme, character, plot, story,
script and expression amongst other things. The
court extended the test of originality since the
films are protected like original works, to
distinguish between the two films based on
‘foundation, substance and kernel’ and
understand the average moviegoer’s viewpoint 

as to whether they would have an impression
that one work was a copy of the other. The court
held that Sri Sai Ganesh Productions had
blatantly copied the YRF film’s essential,
fundamental and distinctive features, resulting in
copyright infringement.

Hawkins Cooker Ltd. vs Magicook Appliances 
Hawkins Cooker Ltd sued Magicook Appliances
on the grounds of illicitly using their label
registered under the Copyright Act, 1957,
which they used on their renowned pressure
cooker line.  The court deterred Magicook
Appliances from using the Hawkins Cooker Ltd
cookbooks. It ordered Magicook Appliances to
deliver damages to Hawkins Cooker Ltd
company for all alleged books, products, and
articles employed by them in manufacturing the
offending goods.

 

Super Cassettes Industries Limited vs YouTube
and Google
Super Cassettes Industries Limited (SCIL) claimed
that the YouTube business model makes a
substantial profit from using the copyrighted
work uploaded without approval from the
copyright owners and without paying a royalty
for the same. The court opined that YouTube, the
video streaming giant and Google should stop
distributing, reproducing, displaying or
transmitting on their portal any audio-visual
works in the exclusive ownership of the SCIL.  
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Ashoke Viswanathan is currently Professor and Head of the Department of
Producing For Film and TV specialization and Dean (Film Wing) at Satyajit Ray Film
and Television Institute, Kolkata and an occasional lecturer at Jadavpur
University.
He has made award-winning features and documentaries,  "The Lighthouse”, “The
Ocean and The Sea". Two of Viswanathan's films have won national awards: his
debut film "Shunya Theke Shuru" and "Kichu Sanglap Kichu Prolap".
He has also directed commercial films like "Sesh Sanghat", starring mainstream
actors Jaya Prada and Jackie Shroff, and "Gumshuda" in Hindi, Malayalam and
Tamil ("Vaira Kolaigal"), a whodunit based on Sherlock Holmes, targeted at a
mass audience.
He has served as the Chairperson of the Jury for non-feature films for the
National Film Awards. 
Three of his feature films and two of his short features have been included in the
INDIAN PANORAMA sections of IFFI '94, 1999, 2001, 2002 and 2005. His films have
been shown at the Commonwealth Film Festival, Manchester, the Pyongyang
International Film Festival, the Dhaka International Film Festival, and the Ipswich
Film Festival, among others.
Ashoke Viswanathan has represented India at the Cambridge Seminar on
contemporary British writing, held at Downing College, Cambridge (1997)

On a wintry evening, two students from Heritage Law College were blessed to get
an opportunity to speak to this sensational personality from the Indian
entertainment industry.Following is an  interview based on that interaction.

ASHOKE
VISHWANATHAN
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Do you feel that artistic expressions in movies impact the society? Are they

capable of bringing any change in the upcoming future? 

In general, I do not feel that movies have a great impact on changing the laws

or the legal systems followed by the legal luminaries, lawyers and judges.

However, in certain exceptional cases, they bring the dormant cases back to

life and help in delivering equitable justice. No One Killed Jessica was a film that

brought loopholes of our judicial system to the fore and united a nation to

deliver justice while solving the case. Oscar Pistorius: Blade Runner Killer was

a movie by which the South African athlete, who was initially absolved of guilt,

was later taken into custody and served a sentence. Even by the web series

State v. Nanavati , the jury system was abolished when people realized that

when a person accused of manslaughter could get away without a sentence

and deciding justice becomes laborious. It pointed out certain lacunae in the

legal system, perhaps it can be said that they create an impact in changing the

legal field. 

How do you perceive the intersection of law and the arts in
our society in spite of the fact that both belong to
completely divergent genres? 

Films deal with projects of collective efforts, different
people have different rights, writers have the right to
story and they need to be paid for their efforts. The
technicians need to be paid their hard works. There even
exists agreements between the producer, director and
actor that determines their rights and obligations
between the parties. Not only that, the agreements between
the actors and other crew aids in maintains the norms of
safety and security on-set. 
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How does law strike a balance between protecting freedom of

artistic expression and addressing concerns like censorship? 

Law needs to be interpreted and not applied arbitrarily.

Censorship should be carefully applied against those films

which affect integrity of nation and portray abusive,

contemptuous, seditious actions. There exists a Censorship

Board and Censorship committee which scrutinizes the

inaccuracies in the film and censors the offensive parts.

Hence, if the scenes or movies are not outrageously violating

the societal standards, those movies subsist in media.

 

 

Does online digitization of work and copyright

encroach on the creativity of the creator? 

Online distribution of content makes sharing of

content easier, however brings forth certain issues.

Originality of content should not be compromised and

certification should not be arbitrary. It should be

provided to authenticated original creators after

adequate verification procedure. However, I do not feel

copyright encroaches on the creative expression of the

original creator as what is original cannot be

surpassed on the name of inspiration and there has been

appropriate legal repercussion, if such actions are

done. 

You are a man of many talents. How

have you managed to excel in all

these fields simultaneously? 

To excel in any particular field,

organisation is necessary. One needs

to have a certain level of eccentricity

in oneself to excel in the artistic

field. You need to be capricious and

have some craze for your work that

often comes into the writing or film

making. There is no definite answer

to success but one always needs to

remember to be calculative and keep

some time for their own nourishment

and well-being. 

Law, Arts and the Society: ALaw, Arts and the Society: A
Dialogue with Sri AshokeDialogue with Sri Ashoke

VishwanathanVishwanathan  
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Debottam T.Bose, a distinguished legal professional is recognized

as a pioneering figure in Art Law.He is, in fact,  regarded as the

first lawyer to practice Art Law in India. He has a background in

art history and has worked at prestigious international law

firms such as Skadden, Arps, Slate Meagher & Flom LLP and White &

Case LLP in London. Initially focusing on energy and infrastructure

law, at present he has established a specialized consultancy

focusing on the intricate intersections of international art,

finance, and philanthropy. His practice has expanded to encompass

a diverse range of clients from private collectors, family offices

to artists, hospitals, museums and universities. A  guest lecturer

at internationally acclaimed institutions such as Harvard Law

School, Harvard Business School, Columbia University, Jindal

University, Ashoka University, and the National University of

Singapore, Mr. Bose indeed has a global presence. His work

reflects multifaceted contributions to the intersection of art,

law, and philanthropy on a global scale.

DEBOTTAM T. BOSEDEBOTTAM T. BOSE
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FROM  THE  ART  OF  LAW  TO
THE  LAW  OF  ARTS  

WHAT DREAMS
ARE MADE OF

Law and Art are two separate disciplines, whose interaction with each other brings us to the concept of Art

Law. To understand the necessity of such an interaction between two different disciplines, we need to

primarily inspect the tenants of what entails the study of art law. 

 

 Art Law amongst other things governs the laws of sale and purchase of art. In this article we will only

focus on the transactional nature of art law. This means that when stakeholders in the art world, for

example a buyer, a collector is buying art works from the secondary market which involves, dealers,

galleries, auction houses or private sellers there are certain check lists one has to go through to protect

itself. Like any other market, the art market is ridden with fakes and forgeries. When collectors are building

up their collection, one aspect of the art purchase is like an investment. Art is seen as an alternative asset

class which can go up or down in value. Like stocks or shares or like property. Thus, while assisting in an

investment or purchase of art, it becomes all the more important to ensure that what is being bought is an

original art piece. The most famous artists’ works which carry a significant art style, are usually prone to

getting forged. Thus, while stepping into the world of art and assisting in collecting art and investing in the

art, one needs to beware of such fakes and forgeries.

 

One way of ensuring this is through the inspection of letters of provenance. Provenance in general terms

translates to knowing of origin. For example, it connects the concerned artwork to the artist and

subsequent sales of the same piece over time through various buyers. In the context of art law where art is

potentially viewed as an investment, provenance denotes to tracing back the origin of the said art piece, this

becomes extremely crucial while determining whether the art piece is an original or not. Provenance is

usually traced back either through proper documentation usually a letter of provenance for the said art

piece, by various buyers or through the estate/family of the artist and provenance letters along with other

relevant documents is used as an aid to determine whether the art piece is an original or not. 
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WHAT DREAMS
ARE MADE OF

Further, from what meets the eye, collectors or interested purchasers, should always look for probable

places on which the artist may have signed the art piece apart from the general strokes of the brush and

identifying the art style of the artist. Although these merely form a preliminary investigation method, since

fakes and forgeries that have entered the market are indistinguishable from the originals, they require a

deeper investigation. Thus, what is recommended is utilizing art lawyers to make this a smoother process,

wherein the required expertise in both art and law is at one’s disposal. 

Thus, a lawyers role in art law in itself is investigative in nature because of the fakes and forgeries in the art

market are rampant and one should always bear in mind that, determining whether an art piece is an original

or fake requires, collectors or potential buyers to always look at both, documentary evidence in one’s

favour such as letters of provenance and letters of authentication and a traceable line for the said art piece.

If these two conditions are met, there will be some clarity regarding the title of the art piece. However, as

art forgers are becoming more sophisticated, both letters of provenance and letters of authenticity can be

faked. Hence the investigative nature of verification and due diligence becomes critical before a sale of

artwork especially when the artist is no longer alive and works sought after.

Another issue that comes up is stolen works of art. Art lawyers have to establish title and chain of

ownership to validate art works before a potential sale. Again, provenance aids in this process. 

 

Thus, a practice of Art Law not only includes acumen with respect to art but also includes the investigative

aspect and further knowledge in contract law, criminal law and the practice of the procedural laws which

are applicable.

S E N T  V I A  E M A I L  T O  
P R I Y A D A R S H I N I  L A W ,  

S T U D E N T  O F  H E R I T A G E  L A W
C O L L E G E
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Lights,camera and....Justice!
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Let's delve into the vault of cinematic legend,
unearthing the most electrifying legal movie

dialogues that have ever graced the silver screen.



DID YOU KNOW?

Heller's "Catch-22" satirizes

bureaucracy, including legal

processes. The term "catch-22"

has even entered the English

language to describe a no-win

situation.

The first feature-length courtroom drama in cinematic history is "The People

vs. Larry Flynt" (1996). Directed by Miloš Forman, the film revolves around

the legal battles of Larry Flynt, the publisher of Hustler magazine, and his

fight for First Amendment rights. It marked a significant moment in legal

cinema, exploring freedom of speech and challenging societal norms

through the lens of the courtroom.

One amusing fact is that the film "My

Cousin Vinny" (1992), a legal comedy, is

often praised by lawyers for its

accuracy despite being a comedy. The

American Bar Association even hosted a

panel discussion about the movie's

portrayal of courtroom procedures. The

film's humor and legal accuracy made it

an unexpected favorite among legal

professionals.
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DID YOU KNOW?

Legal noir is a subgenre that combines

elements of both legal and noir fiction.

Dashiell Hammett and Raymond

Chandler, known for their

contributions to hardboiled detective

fiction, laid the foundation for the noir

genre, influencing later legal noir

works.

Some courtroom dramas feature real judges as actors.

Their experience in the legal system brings authenticity to

their roles. Notable examples include Judge Judy's cameo in

"Legally Blonde 2" and Judge Lance Ito in "Heat."

In Japan, there is a genre of

legal manga that combines

legal themes with storytelling.

"Phoenix Wright: Ace Attorney"

is a popular example where the

protagonist is a defense

attorney solving cases in a

courtroom setting.
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Students’
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NSHM LOGIN 2023

Extempore -3rd Position 

 Lipika Khandelwal

Fashion Team- 1st position

anik ghoshal

subhanjana roy

isha ajmera

arju sahani

devottama sarkar

debraj porey

bishal sengupta

jeet jena

shyamal chowdhury

JADAVPUR UNIVERSITY 

ESSAY WRITING

Priyadarshine Law- 1st position

ST. XAVIER'S UNIVERSITY 

Moot Court Competition- Best Memorial 

Utank Banerjee

Upayan Chakraborty

Priyadarshine Law

UMANG (BHAWANIPORE

EDUCATION SOCIETY COLLEGE)

Legal Luminary-1st Position

 Debangana Bose

Shubham Gulati

Priyanshu Chatterjee

Extempore-3rd Position

Debangana Bose

Snooker- 3rd Position 

Nauman ALAM

RSS LAW COLLEGE

 

Debate- 1st Position
SHOUMADIPA GUHA
NIHALA SHIREEN
HEM LATA ROY

IIHM

Tug of War- 2nd position
- Girls Team



Students’

Debate- 3rd Position
Hem Lata Roy

Group Dance- 3rd Position
shinjinee dasgupta
eshika sinha
biswadeep  ghosh

Non Gas Cooking- 1st  position
Yaseera Ahmed

Fashion show- 3rd Position
subhanjana roy
isha ajmera
arju sahani
jayasree saha

Western Dance-2nd Position
 Manav Das

alapan sarkar
triparna guin
rai nandi
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THK JAIN COLLEGE  RIPPLES 2023

Hair & Makeup- 1st Position
 Neha Sarkar

Rap- 2nd Position 
Abrar AR

 Mock Sabha -2nd Position
Hem Lata Roy

Tug of War-3rd Position
Girls team

Tug of  war -1st position

girls’ team

Best Speaker in Moot Court Competition-

 Debangana Bose 

Solo Singing-  2nd Position 

Ritusree Das

Debate- 1st position

soham goswami

nihala shireen

arijit kundu

LADY BRABOURNE COLLEGE 

bishal sengupta
jeet jena
bipratip chowdhury
rupak sengupta

JYOTIRMOY SCHOOL OF LAW



event galleryevent galleryevent gallery
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1 & 2. ANTI RAGGING WALK on 18.08.2023 . 
3 & 4. GRADUATION CERTIFICATE DISTRIBUTION CEREMONY
on 11.09.2023. 

4

3

2

1
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event galleryevent galleryevent gallery

5 & 6. Moot Court WorkShop on 19.09.2023
7 & 8. Concord'23 on 27.09.2023 

5

6

7

8



event galleryevent galleryevent gallery
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9 & 10. doshoroop e Doshobhuja on 13.10.2023
11 & 12. Constitution day on 26.11.2023 

11

1210

9


